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Abstract. Tangible objects on a \tabletop offer a lot of different opportunities to 
interact with an application. Most of the current tabletops are built using optical 
tracking principles and especially LLP tabletops provide very good tracking re-
sults for touch input. In this paper we introduce HOUDINI as a method for LLP 
object tracking and pen recognition, which is based on three different sizes of 
touch points that help us to identify touch points belonging to fingers, objects 
and pens. As a result, the whole recognition process is performed at the level of 
touch information rather than frame by frame image analysis. This leads to a 
very efficient and reliable tracking, thus allowing the objects to be moved very 
fast without being lost. 
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1 Introduction 

Tangible objects provide a natural way of interaction between tabletop and user. They 
offer opportunities which pure touch input does not offer, for example adding tactile 
feedback [20], allowing intuitive map navigation [15], a more precise adjustment of 
parameters [18] [6] [11], solving input conflicts [13]  or improving awareness in co-
located collaborative group settings [17].  

Tabletops are commonly based upon optical tracking technologies. In the process, 
the tabletop surface is enriched with infrared (IF) light that gets reflected down into 
one or more IF-camera(s) as soon as fingers or objects hit the surface. Then it is fur-
ther processed within the tracking software before the extracted touch information is 
sent to the application.  

The predominant methods for optical tracking are Diffused Illumination (DI), 
where the IF-illumination takes places from below the tabletop surface, Frustrated 
Total Internal Reflection (FTIR)[5], in which IF-light is brought into the surface from 
the side where it is trapped (because of the equally named physical principle) until a 
touch of a finger allows it to reflect down into the camera(s), Diffused Surface Illumi-
nation (DSI)[2], which similar to FTIR uses IF-light coming from the side, but also 
requires a special Endlighten™ acrylic as surface material, and Laser Light Plane 
(LLP), where laser beams establish a plane of IF-light just above the tabletop surface 
that gets scattered at every touch point [16].  
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Each of those principles has its own advantages and disadvantages and raises spe-
cial problems. Besides touch input, DI also allows object recognition through attached 
fiducial symbols that are easily made out of printed paper [9]. But for good tracking 
results, DI depends on an equally illuminated surface, which is not easy to achieve 
from below, so that this method sometimes suffers from false inputs. Whereas FTIR is 
not able to detect fiducial symbols, it is very good for the tracking of fast finger 
movements, because of the IF-lighting delivering a camera image that is rich in con-
trast. However, FTIR needs an acrylic surface to ensure the physical effect of total 
internal reflection. As a consequence, very big tabletops are hardly to achieve, since 
acrylic is not as stable in shape as glass and deflects with bigger dimensions. To coun-
ter this, the acrylic needs to be considerably thicker; this rapidly increases its price.  

DSI also allows object recognition through fiducial symbols, but it needs a rather 
expensive Endlighten™ acrylic with the same downside concerning form stability 
mentioned above. Since in LLP tabletops the surface is not directly illuminated and 
the plane of IF-light only gets scattered during touch input, the camera image is very 
rich in contrast, thus enabling a fast and reliable tracking of fingers, even during fast 
movements.  

In addition, LLP tabletops can be built with much bigger dimensions, because sta-
ble glass panes can be used, which are also significantly cheaper than acrylic. By the 
use of lasers, the illumination also becomes independent from the tabletop size, in 
contrast to DI, FTIR and DSI, where a bigger surface requires more or stronger IF-
light emitters. 

In summary, LLP tabletops enable a fast and reliable tracking of fingers and can be 
built with much bigger dimensions. But due to the missing possibility to track objects 
they are not very common. That is why in this paper we will introduce a first method 
for LLP object tracking and also pen recognition, which is based on touch recognition 
and therefore results in a reliable tracking, even when objects are manipulated very 
fast.  

2 Related Work 

reacTIVision [9] is a computer vision framework using fiducial symbols for object 
tracking. The symbols consist of black and white patterns that are recognized by a 
camera and through image analysis these patterns are subsequently transferred into 
region adjacency graphs for object differentiation. Fiducials only work for tabletops 
based on DI and DSI since the marker patterns must be equally illuminated from the 
bottom. 

ToyVision [12] also uses fiducials. In addition, the authors added features to aug-
ment the objects, giving the opportunity to manipulate objects while using them. To 
give an example, a button was added to the object which can be pressed to interact 
with the application. 

There are other tracking approaches which use RFID tags to identify objects. In 
[14] this idea is combined with the camera image of the surface. Thus, giving the 
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opportunity to identify which shadow represents which object and being able to track 
the objects by simply tracking the shadows. 

Similar to our approach, in [7] markers are placed onto acrylic disks to allow ob-
ject recognition. Nevertheless, this approach uses conventional FTIR and DI tracking 
instead of LLP. Objects are recognized on the basis of image analysis, the markers are 
elastic and used for pressure sensing. 

3 Basic Idea for LLP Object Tracking and Pen Recognition  

LLP tabletops are characterized by the fact that every finger, but also every general 
object breaking the laser light plane, causes a reflection of IF-light down into the 
camera and thus creates a touch point (blob) in the tracking software.  

With this paper, we introduce a solution to distinguish between blobs caused by 
fingers, objects or pens. Our solution is based on three different sizes of blobs in com-
bination with specific design constraints that help us to identify blobs belonging to 
objects and pens.  

The presented HOUDINI system is designed as TUIO [10] proxy between the 
widely spread tracking software Community Core Vision (CCV) [3] and an arbitrary 
tabletop application. Basically, from the set of blobs delivered by CCV, we at first 
exclude blobs belonging to objects and pens. While bypassing all other blobs to the 
application, we at second add messages for the identified object and pens, hence split-
ting the initial blob set into messages for fingers, objects and pens.   

Before we describe the design decisions and the implementation in more detail, we 
at first introduce some fundamental requirements that have been the center of the 
development.  

4 System Requirements and Goals 

Our goal was to implement a system that meets several requirements, which we con-
sider to be fundamental for tangible interaction on tabletop displays. 

─ The system should support tangibles of different sizes. 
─ Multiple objects on the tabletop surface should be reliably tracked at the same 

time. 
─ Tracking data should include translation, rotation and basic state information 

(pressing a button) of tangible objects. 
─ Object tracking should not limit the speed of processing touch input data of fast 

moving fingers 
─ The system should be able to support translucent tangibles that offer additional 

possibilities for application design and reduce the amount of surface occlusion.  
─ The tangibles themselves should be passive, i.e. without additional electronics or 

batteries. This also holds for the pens used as input devices on the tabletop surface. 
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These are core requirements in the sense of general-purpose tangibles to be manipu-
lated on the tabletop surface mostly by translation and rotation. The option to extend 
these basic tangibles with a physical button triggering a state change could be used in 
many application scenarios, for example to confirm a prior selection in the graphical 
user interface. 

5 Design of Tangible Objects and Pens 

Similar to other object recognition techniques, the fundamental idea of our approach 
is to attach markers at the bottom of objects forming individual patterns that can be 
identified by the system. But due to the characteristics of LLP, we do not rely on vis-
ual symbols and instead specify patterns as a set of touch points arranged in a certain 
way. This allows us to perform the object recognition at the level of touch information 
rather than analyzing the video stream from the camera frame by frame, as it is done 
by reacTIVision using fiducial markers [9].  

5.1 Object Pattern Definition and Derivation of Properties 

Basically, our tangible objects consist of acrylic discs and attached beveled markers 
which reflect the infrared light plane down into the camera and hence create touch 
points (see Figure 1). As mentioned before, we use different blob sizes to distinguish 
between fingers, objects and pens. In this context, we specify an object pattern as a 
set of touch points consisting of several small blobs and exactly one big blob.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Tangible object with attached markers for creating blobs of different sizes 

During the manipulation of objects on a tabletop, the most significant properties to 
track are the object’s position and rotation angle, which in our approach both must be 
derived from the object’s pattern, e.g. a set of several small blobs and exactly one big 
blob. The position of the object is treated as the center of the minimum covering circle 
of all blobs which can be calculated in linear time [21]. The rotation angle α of an 
object can be computed as shown in Figure 2. It is clearly determined by the vector 
from the object’s position towards the position of the big blob and the x-axis of the 
underlying coordinate system.  
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First, the recognition part, wherein the algorithm is working on all current blob 
messages delivered by CCV and tries to find blobs belonging to objects and pens. For 
already known objects or pens, the algorithm creates a new message with updated 
parameters which is sent to the application. For new objects and pens, the algorithm 
stores the IDs belonging to the blobs of the object or pen for later identification and 
creates a new object message containing position, rotation angle (for objects only) and 
ID of the object or pen. Afterwards this message is sent to the application.  

Since objects have a unique pattern, whereas pens all share the same pattern, the 
system is not able to differentiate between pens after they lost contact to the surface. 
The following pseudocode illustrates the recognition process of objects in more detail. 

 
for all bigBlob ϵ BigBlobs do 
 for all pattern ϵ Patterns do 
  collect blobs matching distance in pattern 
  if more blobs found than needed then 
   create subsets from the set of found blobs 
  else if # of blobs equals # of blobs in pattern then 
   put all found points into subset. 
  end if 
  for all s ϵ Subsets do 
   compute minimum covering circle for s 

compute vector from center of circle towards  
big-Blob 

   for all blob ϵ s do 
    check whether angle of blobs matches angles  
      in pattern 
   end for 
   if all blobs match position of pattern then 
    pattern found! add to results. 
   end if 
  end for 
 end for 
end for 

 
After receiving the blob messages from CCV, the algorithm collects all big blobs 

on the surface that have not been assigned to an object. For each of these big blobs the 
algorithm tries to find small blobs around it, which match the distance specified in 
one of the patterns. Since in this step only the distance towards the big blob is taken 
into account, there may be multiple points matching the specified distances. If this is 
the case, subsets are created, such that for each pattern point exactly one blob, which 
matches the distance, is taken into account. Hence, each subset consists of the big 
blob and one blob for each pattern point. As a next step, subsequently for each subset, 
if at least one is found, the minimum covering circle is computed. After that, the algo-
rithm checks for each small blob if it is at the correct position. In order to do so, the 
vector from the center of the minimum covering circle towards the big blob is com-
puted. This vector is then used to compute all angles for all other blobs and to com-
pare them to the corresponding angles in the pattern. If both, the distance and the 
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7 Conditions for Proper Tracking 

At first, marker points attached to objects must be at a certain distance to each other in 
order to avoid melting of two blobs into one. Therefore, tangible objects must have a 
certain size, whereby bigger objects provide more space for the marker points. As a 
result, there is a clear link between the object size and the number of distinguishable 
patterns. An exact number of distinguishable patterns is difficult to estimate, but we 
successfully constructed ten different patterns using acrylic discs with a diameter of 
80mm (with a tabletop dimension of 100cm x 160cm) that can be used at the same 
time without any problems and we see potential for a variety of more. At second, on 
LLP tabletops many marker points may lead to shadowing of blobs. We therefore 
recommend using at least one IF-laser per corner for proper results.  

Concerning the user experience, we argument that a reliable tracking of less ob-
jects is more important than being able to differentiate between many objects at the 
expense of tracking quality. The real benefit of HOUDINI is that it is based on pure 
blob data, which are very stable and reliable in LLP tabletop environments, because 
of high contrast between touched and untouched surface areas. HOUDINI builds upon 
that feature by implementing object and pen recognition on TUIO messages only and 
with no need for complex image analysis or processing raw image data.   

Therefore, HOUDINI is most suitable for applications scenarios with fewer ob-
jects, ranging from using tangibles to control parameters of music mixing interfaces 
[4], to physically navigate across a map [22], activate widgets and menus [8] or play-
ing games which make use of fast moving objects like air hockey.   

8 Conclusion and Future Work 

We have presented HOUDINI as a TUIO proxy between the tracking software CCV 
and an arbitrary tabletop application and therefore implemented a solution for an ob-
ject and pen recognition technique that is designed for LLP tabletops. It also com-
pletely fulfills the initially mentioned requirements.  

As a result, it supports translucent tangibles of different sizes, whereby multiple 
objects and pens are reliably tracked at the same time without limiting the speed of 
processing touch input data. Object messages include translation, rotation and basic 
state information (pressing a button), while pens only contain information about the 
position and whether they touch the surface or not. Further, multiple pens can be 
tracked at the same time, but they cannot be distinguished from each other, because 
they all share the same blob pattern. This also results from the last requirement which 
asks for a solution without additional electronics or batteries. Instead, standard office 
pens can be used, which contribute to a better user experience and seamless integra-
tion of scenarios using tabletop interaction in combination with writing on real paper. 

By focusing on patterns based on touch points and only using the TUIO messages 
for calculating the object properties, we were able to realize reliable tracking results, 
even during fast movements of the tangible objects.  
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Necessarily, our approach leads to a dependency between the object size and the 
amount of distinguishable patterns. We therefore do not propose our system for appli-
cations that intend to use many different tangibles. 

Instead, we think HOUDINI is appropriate for the remaining majority of applica-
tion scenarios, where only a few tangible objects are used, but which then can be 
moved very fast without being lost during the tracking.  
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